In situ localisation of major histocompatibility complex class I and class II and CD8 positive cells in infectious salmon anaemia virus (ISAV)-infected Atlantic salmon.
It is assumed that the mobilisation of a strong cellular immune response is important for the survival of Atlantic salmon infected with infectious salmon anaemia virus (ISAV). In this study, the characterisation of immune cell populations in tissues of non-ISAV infected Atlantic salmon and during the early viraemia of ISAV was undertaken. Immunohistochemical investigations of spleen, head kidney and gills using monoclonal antibodies against recombinant proteins from MHC I, II and CD8 were performed on tissues from Atlantic salmon collected day 17 post-challenge in a cohabitant infection model. The localisations of MHC I and II in control salmon were consistent with previous reports but this study presents novel observations on the distribution of CD8 labelled cell populations in Atlantic salmon including the description of significant mucosal populations in the gills. The distribution of MHC I, MHC II and CD8 positive cell populations differed between control salmon and cohabitant salmon in the early stages of ISAV infection. The changes in MHC I labelled cells differed between organs in ISAV cohabitants but all investigated organs showed a decreased presence of MHC II labelled cells. Together with a clustering of CD8 labelled cells in the head kidney and a reduced presence of CD8 labelled cells in the gills, these observations support the early mobilisation of cellular immunity in the response of Atlantic salmon to ISAV infection. However, differences between the present study and the findings from studies investigating immune gene mRNA expression during ISAV infection suggest that viral strategies to interfere with protein expression and circumvent the host immune response could be operative in the early response to ISAV infection.